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For some t ime a number of t 'theor-ies" about deviant behavi.or have
competed for dominance in the thicl<ing and applications of modern social
scientists. lVIIiIe each of these theor-ies ]las an impressive. empi.rf.cal base,
thei.r conceptual fonnulations are SUCll that there has been considerable di.s
agreement; concerning 'the i.r meanirig-va disagreement whi.ch has continued in
spite of all attempts at clarification of the conceptual anti structural
features of the theories.

Given thi.s ci.rcums tance , one sensible move is to go outside the tradition
IDld utilize an essentially different set of concepts in providing an explica
tion of the available relevant data. Thi.s paper assumes that the great
major-ity of facts releVaIlt to deviant behavior for whi.ch an explanation is

. needed are already known and understood by the reader. TIle discussion presented
here wi l l , therefore, be confined to an expos i tion of a new theory of deviant
behavior and will be essentially devoid of citations of supportlllg facts,
illustrations and examples.

TIle thecretdcaf transfonnation offered here is based prilnarily upon the
concepts of i-lax l\Teber, particularly his concept of legitimate order. .Viithin
the Framework of meanings provided by these concepts, pieces of the fonnula
tions of other theorf.srs , principally ~'/Ierton and Cloward and Ohlin , are fitted
together to form what is hoped to be a more comprehensive and clearly meaning
ful theoretical tool wirh whi.ch to vi.ew deviant behavi.or ,

A person born into a society. is confronted wi th sets of usages, customs,
conventions, and Laws whi.ch govern hi.s behavi.or , Each set of sud'! behavior
rules taken separately can be viewed as an order; and to the extent that social
conduct is oriented to what constitutes an individual' 5 ."Idea" of the existence
of the set of rules, the set can be tenned a "Iegi.timate order" in line with
Max ~\fe'ber' s definition and use of tile concept 0 1

If each of these sets of usages, customs, conventions and Laws is viewed
as a set of rules governing behavi.or , then the possibility presents itself
that for any two SUCll sets, or orders, the rules that compr-ise them may coin
cide or conflict. In the event that. the rules involved in two orders do not
anywhere come in confLi.ct , whether through complete coincidence, containrnent
or one order in another , overlapping 'vith coincidence, or complete. separation of
the areas of behavior whi.ch they govern, the case will be considered one of
c~nplete compatibility of orders. In tile event that the rules contained in
two orders do corne in conflict, the case wi.Ll be considered one of incompati
bility of orders. Tile compatibility-inconwatibility continuum is viewed as a
quantitative variable. TIle end points are ideal-types, wi th perfect or complete
compatibility being defined as above and perfect or canplete incompatibility as
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the case in wlrich every rule in the set of rules involved in one of two
orders is in conflict wi th rules involved in the other order. Bach set
of two orders can then be described as more or less compatible or more
or less incompatible.

TIle number of different sets of usages, customs, conventions and Iaws ,
labeled together as orders, whi.ch may confront anyone individual is not
of Impo'rtance. It is conceivable that only one, a few, or many different
orders may confront any individual. l\fllat is Impor-tant is the relationship
these orders have to each otherv-whether they are relatively compatible or
incompatible. If these orders are defined as sets of rules governing
behavi.or then two orders whi.ch are incompatible can not both be completely
Legi.timate for any individual cannot be perfectly oriented to both of the
two orders. Such a situation also implies that the validity of each of the
two orders "the probability that action will actually empirically be so
oriented,lI~ for a given individual, will be quantitatively affected by the
validity of the other order.

For any society one general order or one set of particular orders can
be viewed as the dominant order in that the actions of all members of the
society are expected to conform to i t (or the order is expected to be
"Legi.timate" for al.I members of the society). This vi.ewpoi.nt equates
I 'society" and political state, so that the general order is that set of
rules whi.ch is fonnally embodied in the Iaws of the state. TIle order is also
infonnally embodied in the usages, customs and conventions whi.ch t aken wi th
the laws comprise tile set of rules which define the dominant order.

From thts vi.ewpomt , then, actions in accordance wi.th or orientation
to orders other than the dominant one will be considered deviant actions or
orientations to the degree that these other orders are incompatible wi th the

. dominant order. Thi.s fonnulation of the concept of deviance is in essential
agreement wi th the classical uses of the tenn by Thrasher , Suther'Iand , l'·...Ierton,
Cloward and Ohlin, and Collen; but it is most fully consistent with Ivlerton' s
and Collen's conceptualizations in that it views deviance as mental, and physical
action that digresses from a single particular ideal set of such actions. Thi.s
use of the tenn was chosen as providing the TIIOSt clear and consistent mechani.sm
for a model of deviant behavior. It also appears as affording 110pe that the
resultant model can be fonnulated in terms of non-limited scope wi.thout the
addition of epicyclical qualifications.

If SUdl a model using the incompatibility of orders as a causal factor
in the explanation of deviant behavior is to be successfully constructed, it
must be clearly determined what is to be meant by an order, in what sense an
order consists of a set of rules for behavior, and in what ways two orders
can be con~atible or incompatible.

Weber characterizes an order as being composed of "maxims" or rules. 3
I-Ie also provides a useful prescr.ipt.ion for defining "validfty" in an order:
"such an order will only be called valid if the orientation to such maxims
includes, no matter to what actual extent, the recognition that they are
binding on tile actor or the corresponding action constitutes a desirable
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model for him to imitate.'.4 There is some difficulty in Weber's discussion
in that he does not lceep the notions of "Legi.timacy" and "validity" con
ceptually clear. In the above quotation, the notion of validity was tied
to the binding force of an order on an individual. In the same paragraph 11e
states that tile idea of "the prestige of being considered binding...may be
expressed \].s 'the idea of] f Legit imacy. I ~ '5

For tIle purposes of model construction it wil I be necessary to more
precisely de Limi t the concept of order arid its rnodifiers, legitimacy and
validity, and to impart a quant.i.tat.ive notion to validity whi.ch lvill provide
a great part of the model r S rational.e and to legitimacy whi.ch will partially
provide a mechani.sm, An order wi.Ll be used as designating a set of rules for
mental and physical social action, which set is a complete entity in itself
in tile sense that its prescriptions govern all actions whi.ch it' defines as
being in its scope. Legitimacy as a modi.fi.er of order wi.Ll be used to denote
the binding force whi.ch an order has on an individual. TIlUS any order can
have more or less Legi.timacy for an individual or DJO orders confronting an
individual can be ordered as to the degree of legitimacy whi.ch they have for
him. Validity as a modifier of order wi.Ll be used to denote the legitimacy
an order has for a group or the binding force an order has on a group. In
this sense an order whi.ch has a hi.gh degree of legitimacy for one individual
in- a group or a smalI segment of individuals in a society (used in the sense
of political state) will be viewed as of low validity for the group or society
as a whol,e, Th.is sense of the tenn is also employed by lVeber in the same
discussion in whi.ch he was cited as confusing the meanings he would give to
tile concepts of legitimacy and validity. The group sense of his use of
validity is implicit but clearly present in his description of the disposition

. of a thi.ef and the resulting behavior: riA thief orients hi.s action to tile
validity of the criminal Law in that he acts surreptitiously. TIle fact that
the order is recognized as valid in hi,s society is made evident by the fact
that he cannot violate it openly wi thout puni.shment , t·6 From this passage it
is clear that the validity of the criminal Law was not based on its binding
force on the individual in question, the thief, but rather on the legitiJuacy
it held for the mass of individuals in the society, or, in other words, on
the binding force it heId for tile society as a whole .

Thi.s characterazat.ion of the concept of validity provides a conceptually
clear definition of the "dominant order" in a society as the order wi.th a
scope covering every aspect of life and whi.ch has greater validity in the
society than every ether order of similar scope.

If the distinction between drnninmlt and subordinate orders is first
introduced in regard to orders whi.ch have wide enough scope to define a
particular way of life in a comprehens i ve manner , tl1en the dominant order
(there can be only one) will also define appropriate activity for each
distinct area of Li.fe , Tile prescriptions of thas order would then be in
opposition to the prescriptions of all other orders of societal scope and
also all orders lA/l10Se scope covers only some or one area of social life.
Thi.s is to say that the dominant order in a society always defines "proper"
behavior and every other order defines "deviant" behavi.or , to the degree
that each of tilese other orders is incompatible wi th the dominant one.
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\vith th.is understanding of the meaning of the concept of order, it is
now necessary to turn to the question of the nature ·of the rules of behavior
wlri.ch go to make up an order. According to I:lerton I S model of deviant
bellavior,7 deviance can occur in relation to e i ther the ends of •'goals ,
purposes and interests he~d out as legitimate object,i:res Il8 of a so~iety or 9
the means to the ends, ·'the acceptable modes of reacrung out for tnese goals. r t

Using tllis conceptualizat~onand the descriptiv~ nl~ter~al contained in Ivle~ton's
discussion it is not posslble to Inake a clear dlstlnct10n between what th1ngs
are to be considered as ends. and what actions are to be considered as means
in social life. This fault, I believe, arises out of Merton's concern solely
wi.th lvestern European society and particularly the United States as the area
in which deviance is to be explained. In the culture peculiar to this society
it is possible to specify what appear to be, 011 tile surface, clearcut ends and
means. Tlris situation woul.d appear to be due to a rational veneer which
covers what the society 1001<5 Like rather than to an essentially rational
civilization \~lidl spells out ends and lueaas to ends as distlllct entities.

\Vl1at Her-ton seems to be attempting to get at in hi.s ends-means categories
is the notion of a societally approved poi.nt of vi.ew or rationale and societally

. approved social behavi.or , Tl1US the· question of whether wealt11 ought to be
considered as an end or as a means to some other end is not a valid question.
In the culture of Ameri.can society weal.th is considered "good. ta Concomitant
wi.th thi.s point of vi.ew, certai,n ways of obtaining weal.th and certain ways of
using wealtil are also considered good. 1·r!1:-:'..t is .important is not what is an end
and what is a means for a society, but rather what is the approved rationale
and what are tile approved behaviors in a society; us ing thi.s conceptualization
it is possible to categorize tile possible types of deviant bellavior in a way
which is more universally meaningful thCL"1 by using l.ler'ton ' s rather culture
bound scheme, TIle rules of behavi.or whi ch comprise an order are, then, the
rationale and the social conduct whi.ch are approved in an order. For an order
to have legitimacy for all individual means that; the rationale and social conduct
approved in the order are viewed by the individual as binding on him and Iris
action or as constituting a desirable model for 11im to imitate.

Tl"10 orders can be compatible or .inccmpat.ibl,e in relation both to their
rationales and approved behavi.or , In the case of two orders with conflicting
rationales and coinciding approved behaviors, adherence to one order will 110t
be visibly deviant in regard to the other order unless the deviant rationale
is openly professed or advocated. Nonethe.less , for the purposes of this model
thi.s case wi.l I be considered devi.ant behavi.or when the order adhered to is one
incompatible viith the dominant order in a. society. 'Iwo orders can also have
coinciding rationales and conflicting approved behaviors, both coinciding
rationales and approved behavior. In ~le last case .only will the two orders
be viewed as being compatible and not subject to causing conflict if confronting
the same individual.

TIle rationale of an order is the consistent point of vi.ew whi.ch the
order takes toward the problems of social life. Democracy or conununisrn could
be viewed as possible r ational.es , Or e i ther could be coupled wi th racism,.
in whi.ch case the combination is tile rationale. A rationale will usually Imp.ly
some of the social behaviors whi.ch would be consistent wi th it. But it is
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also possible that two different rationales nlay lead to exactly the same
social behaviors. Further, it is not necessary that one rationale mus t in
every case lead to only, one set of approved social behaviors, since it is
not necessary that each rationale will, by implication, specify all social
behaviors that can be viewed as consistent wi th it. For example, democracy
as a rationale can occur III combination with botll representative and popular
types of political goverrunents. TIle determining factor, as far as deviant
behavior is concerned, is not the content of conflicting orders but merety
tile area of conflict, either rationale, behavior or both,

Tlri.s .sets up tIle operati.on of the "Conflict of Orders l'·-lodel of Deviant
Behavior' (see Diagram I). According to the node1 , a society contains a
dominant order and an assortment of subordinate orders related to the dominant
order in regard to the compatibility-incompatibility continuum. As has been
discussed above, a subordinate order and the dominant order can be compared on
the continuum of compatibility along two dimensions: rationale and behavi.or .
Tiley also can be compared in regard to scope. By definition, a subordinate
order can be of wider scope than the dominant order, can be of equal scope,
or can be of smaller scope, A subordinate order may cover only areas of social
life not covered by the dominant order; that is, be comp.lemerrtary to the
dominant order. A subordinate order may also cover exactly the same areas of
social life as the dominant order; that is, be contiguous with the dominant
order. Also, a subordinate order may cover only a part of tile areas of social
life covered by the dominant order; that is, be contained by the dominant order.
And, finally a subordinate order may cover some areas of social life not
covered by the dominant order and some or all whi.ch are covered by the dominant
order; that is, be overlapping wi th tile dominant order. Ordinarily, however ,
it would be expected that the dominant order in any society would be so

exhaustive in its coverage of 'tlle areas of social life (i-t would have very wide
scope by defirrition) that complementary and over'Iappi.ng subordinate orders
should be rare.

IVllatever the relationslrip of the subordinate and dominant orders in
regard to scope, the Important criterion for the action of the model is the
relati.onship of the orders in regard to compatibility on the dimensions of
rationale and behavior, To the degree that a subordinate order is incompatible
wi.th the dominant order, there wi.LI be a conflict for the individual who is
confronted by the cl.aims of both orders for legi t imacy . At this point there
will be ova courses open to tile individual: he can accept e i.ther the dominant
or subordinate order as havi.ng the greatest Iegi.timacy and, thus , having the
TIIOSt binding force on him. If the dominant order is accepted as most Iegi.timate ,
the individual will be expected to abide by tile rules of the dominant order,
and woul.d be conforming insofar as he did so. If the subordinate order is
accepted as being the most Legi.timate , rhe individual wi.Ll be expected to abide
by the rules of the subordinate order, and would be deviating insofar as he did
so. TIle only case in which one of the above two types of result would not have
to occur is the case of an individual' 5 being confronted by only subordinate
orders l~lich are compatible with the dominant order of his society. Tl1ere
would be no conflict involved ill SUc11 a situation, and only con£onnity would
be expected.
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Since orders can be incompatible along two dimensions, there is a
possibility of five unique outcomes of a conflict between subordinate orders
and a dominant order. First, the two orders in question can' be incompatible
along both dimensions and either of the two general outcomes of the conflict
as outlined above can tal\:e place. In the first case, where 'the dominant order
is accepted as a whole, the resul.ting disposition in the individual lvill be
labeled "conformity.!' In the second case, where the subordinate order is
accepted as a whol.e, the resulting disposition in the individual will be labeled
"rebellion" and is comparable both conceptually and empirically wi.th ivlerton's
category of rebellion.

Second, orders can be incompatible along one of the two d~ensions and
compatible along the other: If the dimension of incompatibility is behavior,
acceptance of the behavior dictated by the dominant order '\fill result in the
disposition of confonnity; and acceptance of the behavior dictated by the
subordinate order will result in tile disposition of "action-dnnovatdon ," again
a category comparable to i-lerton' s Irmovataon category.

Tlu.rd, orders can be incompatible along the dimension of rationale and
compatible along the dimension of behavior. If the legitimacy of the rationale
of the dominant order is accepted, again the disposition of confo~itywill
result. If the legitimacy of the rationale of the subordinate order is accepted,
the disposition of "rationale-dnnovatdon" will result, thi.s category being
comparable to f"Ierton' s category of ritualism.

Finally, a conflict of orders maybe incapable of solution by the individual.
This case can be viewed as one in which the individual vaccilates between
acceptance of erther order or one ill which the individual simply makes no
decision at all. 'Ihi.s disposition, whi.ch laI! be labeled "retreatdsm" is
comparable to Mert.orr' 5 category of retreatisrn and would seem to better charac
terize what he had in mind than did hi.s own description. In any event, the
examp'le of dope addiction used by Cloward and Ohlin10 as fi t t'ing IvIertont 5
ret.reatism does not fit thi.s category. Dope addiction would be placed in the
category of either action-irmovation or rebellion in the "Conflict of Orders
!viodel. II .

Smce ithe five dispositions whi.ch result from tile working of the model are
conceptually and empirically comparable to I~Iertont s categories, the same kinds
of resultant action, depending on the specific situational factors, would be
assigned to .eadl dispos.ition as are implied by each of I\Ierton I 5 categories.
Thus the actron of a thief , gangster, or other such criminal would, in American
society, be all example of action-innovation. Such cr'iminal.s have accepted
the rationale of the dominant order but behave according to the rules of an
incompatible subordinate order. A bureaucratic functaonary \'1110 is content to
observe the bureaucratic regulations wi thout competing for promotion would be
all example of the rationale-innovation disposition. He has accepted tlle
behavior dictated by tlle dominant order but lIas substituted a different rationale
(e. g. security). I-lippies would be an example of tile re'iel ldon disposition, having
accepted the legitimacy of a subordinate order as a w]101e. And the case of a
young man who is incapable of deciding what to do if drafted is an example of
retreatisrn.
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